A global movement working with the North Korean people to achieve their liberty.

**Rescuing Refugees**

We rescue North Korean refugees through a 3,000-mile secret rescue route. Right now, North Koreans are fleeing the regime and escaping into neighboring China. But even if they make it across the border, they are still not safe. They can be arrested and forcibly returned to North Korea, where they may face harsh punishment. LiNK’s rescue route provides safe passage to freedom for North Korean refugees.

**Changing the Narrative**

We focus the world’s attention on the North Korean people and their stories. North Korea is more than just Kim Jong Un and nuclear weapons — it’s 25 million people with hopes and dreams just like us. By supporting and working with the North Korean people, we are empowering a new generation of storytellers, leaders, and advocates to change the narrative on North Korea.

**Liberty in North Korea is not impossible. It’s inevitable.**

LibertyinNorthKorea.org